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LITESPEED

GEOMETRICALLY

COLD-WORKED

BUTTED

Litespeed uses only aerospace-grade titanium
alloys. The most pure raw materials (titanium,
aluminum and vanadium) go into the ingot, and
only the best ingot1 is qualified to be made into
seamless tubing. The ingot is then machined,
drawn, and pilgered2 to the tightest tolerances of
any material in the cycling industry. Litespeed
purchases this premium titanium with the highest
certification of its mechanical, chemical, and physical properties. We selectively use 6Al/4V titanium
(a stronger, stiffer alloy) in our higher end models
as well as 3Al/2.5V for the perfect ride quality,
every time.

Every tube in every Litespeed titanium bike serves
a purpose, and you won’t find any tube that hasn’t
been shaped accordingly. No other company has
mastered shape, size, and thickness manipulation
- while applying properly sized variations of each
tube throughout the design of your bike - the way
Litespeed has.

Litespeed utilizes cold-worked, stress-relieved
titanium for almost every application. Though the
process is more time and labor intensive for us,
cold-worked tubes retain more strength and stiffness than those that are annealed3. Lower
strength annealed tubing is used for odd shaping
and makes frame building easier. We don’t believe
in using inferior materials to make our job easier.

We manipulate our tubes’ wall thickness to create
the world’s most cycling-specific tubesets. By
creating different wall thicknesses within the
same tube, we can fine-tune the ride characteristics to a degree that’s unparalleled by the competition. It also saves weight for a given tube diameter.
Single, double, and even triple-butting is incorporated throughout the Litespeed range.
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Shaped tubes are designed to make our bikes
function better. We can more precisely shape the
tubes through our use of high-quality, cold-worked
titanium. Bending and shaping doesn’t just change
a tube’s appearance: It enhances the ride quality of
every Litespeed bike in every size.
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1.Ingot- a mass of metal cast in a convenient form for shaping, remelting, or refining.
2.Pilgered- cold working process that improves the material’s grain structure and reduces diameter.
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3. Annealed - heat treated to make softer and easier to manipulate.

The T1 and Citico’s hexagonal, trumpeted top tube begins its life as one
6AL/4V titanium sheet that is rolled into shape and seam-welded. The
result is a tube that’s incredibly resistant to flex with maximum stiffness.
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Litespeed’s expertise of titanium fabrication led to a collaboration with
NASA’s jet propulsion lab to produce the landing gear for the Mars rover
“Curiosity.”

It takes additional time and effort to build bikes with only cold-worked
titanium tubes, but our engineers and customers agree that the finished
product is unmatched in the industry.
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LITESPEED TAKES THE HIGHEST QUALITY TITANIUM AVAILABLE AND MAKES IT BETTER. WHILE OUR
COMPETITION SETTLES FOR SOFTER, MORE EASILY WORKED GRADES, WE GO ABOVE AND BEYOND TO
DELIVER THE MOST PREMIUM COLD-WORKED, CYCLING-SPECIFIC TUBESETS IN THE WORLD.
IT’S NOT JUST TITANIUM. IT’S LITESPEED TITANIUM.

